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HAROLD TAYLOR

Before assuming the presidency of Sarah Lawrence College in
1945, Harold Taylor taught philosophy for six years at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. During the,fourteen years of his presidency
he worked with students and faculty in experimental programs
in student democracy, curriculusn" :reform, the creative.arts, s cial
change, and world affairs.

In 1963, Dr. Taylor directed a pilot project for a world 'Co lege
in collaboration with members or the United Nation's secre riat
and delegations, with'an international student Body, facutty,land
curriculum, having carded out a feasibility study for' a World/
university sponsored by an international group of educators and
scholars under the, chairmanship of William Heard Kilpatrick. In
recent years, he has beeniri close ioLikh with the international"
student movement tfiroUgh research and travel to lecture in uni-
versities abroad, his most recent lecture trip, in the spring of
1974, under the auspices of ihe,State Department; involved visits
to India, Malaya, Thailand, Indonesia, and Japan.

, In August pf 11373; Dr. Taylor organized the United, States
,Committee for the United Nations, UniVersity, a group,of con-
cerned United States citizens, including Norman Cous1ns, Alin
Eunch, Luther Evans, Buckminster Fuller, Richard .Cardner, Mar-
garet Mead, Seth Spaulding, and others to support the work. of
the UN University.
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A UNIVERSITY FOR THE WORLD:
THE UNITED NATIONS PLAN

In the streets of Bangkok on October 14th and 15th, 1973, the
students of Thailand fought a pitched battle with their govern-
ment and its armed forces. The government had tanks, machine
guns, and tear gas. The students had no weapons except the
ones they made out of bottles and gatoline or captured from the
polite and the army.

When the smoke cleared, sixty-six students had been killed,
more than 800 wounded, the governmeftt had been overthrown,
three major figures in the Thai dictatorship had been forced to
leave the country, the Rector of Thammasat University in Bangkok
had become Premier in a civilian goverdnent, with a new con-
stitution promised by the-end of 1974. Beginning with a student
protest against the jailing of thirteen student activists, it had all
taken place in ten days.

The Thai students had neither planned a revolution nor orga-
nized a revolt. They acted as so many students have been act-
ing across the world in the 1960s and 70s, as defenders of
human rights and as critks of their 'society and its government,
upholding the mission di-the university as a center for the ad-
vancement of humane values and social enlightenment.

Once the Thai activists had been jailed at the beginning, what
had begun as a modest program of student support for the res-
toration of constitutional governnient developed into student
demonstrations which grew in size day by day. Bus drivers
skipped their regular routes to 'take bus-loads of students and

citizens to the rallying points, By the-'end of a week, 30,000
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students and more than 300,000 other citizens were in the stretts
and the government had agreed to release the prisoners.

But the struggle for the constitution had not been won, the
students and citizens were still not satisfied. Small skirmishes
with the police and army escalated into armed attacks by the
military against unarmed crowds. Before the fighting could take
on the dimensions of _a civil war in Thailand, King Bhoujnibol.
intervened, advised the premier, Field Marshal Thanom and his
two chief government aides to leave the country, and appointed
a new.premier.

`111- the -weeks: that followed, the students, with a grant from
the new government and contributions from admiring citizens,
organized a program of education in democracy through which
the students went into the countryside to explain the principles
and practices of constitutional government. The universities ,re-
turned to normal, students and faculty members cooperated with
the new premier in the work of reorganizing the government and
reconstructing the society. Although most of the economic, social,
and political problems of Thailand still remain, the students and
their universities had shown what could be done to use the re-
sources of Thai educational institutions in the service of Thai
society.

In other parts of the world, so dramatic an example of student
leadership in social and political change has seldom been dupli-
cated. The special circumstances in Thailandthe role of the king,
the traditions of Thai culture and individualism, the loyalty of
the nilitary to a beoevolent constitutional monarchmade, this/ out me of the student intervention possible.

I Greece, student protests agditist a repressive military dicta -
torsi p were put down by armed force, jail sentences, and further
repr sion. In Spain, prohibitions against all organized student
activ y have prevented even the beginning of a national student
mov lent. South Africa has similar controls. In South Korea and
Sout Vietnam, authoritarian regimes propped up by American
mon and arms have been systematically destroying what small
remn is of political freedom still exist among the students
and c izens. In Czechoslovakia, student activists of all kinds were
amo the first to be jailed and dismissed from the universities
when he Soviet Union occupied that kountry in 1968. For every
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instance of recognition by governments of the:rights and opinions
of students, there are a dozen others based on an opposite re-
sponse.of fear, mistrust, and repression.

Yet the students and the young continue to4hink for them-
selves and to act on their own, and the student protest move-
ment, so widely advertised in contemporary journalism as being

. dormant or dead, continues to spread, sometimes underground,
sometimes incoherent, sometimes muted by oppbsitiQn, sometimes
co-opted by government manipulation, but still alive if not always

well. It is the speed of change, once changes start, that is now
startling.

Oce false move in 1974 by the Greek dictatorship in rernov-
ing-Makarios-frorn office by force set in motion a chain of cir-
cumstances in which the student protests of earlier years were
vindicated. The efforts of students and other citizens had helped
AO create political and social forces beneath the surface of Greek
politics which,,when the time was right, broke loose and over-
threw the government.

The Greek students were among the forerunners of change,
symbols of a 'political attitude stirring within the consciousness
of Greek citizens. Over the past year in Portugal and in Ethiopia,
what appeared on the surface as hopeless situations of authori-

_ tanan government chahged ,for the better in a matter of weeks
when the thrust from beneath and above reache1 a critical point
of catalytic strength. The students were part 'of that strength.
Everywhere in the world the consciousness of the possibility in a
future world is, stirring, the surface of things is seen to be no
longer invulnerable, there are xracks in which new plants can grow
A student activist in Ethiopia spoke on behalf of the world
stodent movement when he declared to his fellow students, "The
basic role Of the university students in this country is to make the

Masses more fully aware of the sufferings they are enduring
passively. We may not be able to change 'the political structure
of the society but we can certainly. change the attitude' of the
people toward the structure."
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4.

YOUTH AS A SOCIAL FORCE

What happened in Thailand is in. its own way_an_indication
of what is happening and can happen through the initiatives of
youth'in the countries of the world. More than this, the Thai
events were a particular case of a worldwide phenomenon Witch
is still not clearly understood by most educational and political

<,

authorities who deal with the role of youth in their own societies.
The world's schools and universities are still organized.as if the
potency of student motives, initiatives, and social concerns have
nothing to do with their education and the future of their socie-
ties, as if the hierarchies of the traditional academic community
were a form of eternal truth, as if the actions of students in de-
manding the right to think for themselves and to take part in the
decisions which affect their lives were a thheat rather than a con-
tribution to the future of society.

In Thailand, once the repression was removed and the students
'and the new government joined together in dealing with the
country's problems, the positive character of the student contribu-
tion expressed itself in the development of creative social pro-
jects. In the absence of repression, this has been the character-
istic of student movements else$vhere, especially etien the political
and educational authorities treat the education ctf students as an
enterprise in social and intellectual experience and not merely,
as a compulsory program of academic studies.

There are of course e)iceptions to that principle, in countries
where student action is so closely tied to political factions, ideol- .

ogies, and parties in the country at large that stodept politics ,
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becomes a struggle among the factions rather than an effort for
social development. The radical element in the Japanese student

movement, for example, has developed into terrorist groups,
some of which have put their own leaders tb death for ideological
deviation. The British National Union of Students at its annual
conference in 1974 passed a resolution calling on its members to
disrupt or prevent campus speeches by anyone known to favor
rightist views.

In the case of socialist countries, the flow of student energy
is- directed into clearly defined channels for clearly /defined social
and political, purposes. The question of student freedom and
autonomy is answered in theory and practice by a system of social

and political controls. Right-wing governments and military clic!
tatorships- exercise -similar controls for different ends_ Constitu
tional governments, liberakdgcnocracies, and democratic social-
ist states allow varying degrees 8f freedom of speech-and action
by students, but even here, that action is taken within a hier-
archical educational system in which the governing awhorities
make the rules and run the institutions on behalf of pre- e'stab-

lishedsocial and political goals.
In large part,, this is a natural consequence of the growth of

world society and its institutions from the nineteenth into the
twentieth century. It is a movement from an era of isolated

powed elites in separate nation-states through a transitional

period of world politics in which nineteenth century models of

political and educational institutions persist while the circum-
stances. with which they must deal have made many of the
models obsolete. Among the circumstances, the central factors
are two, the interconnectedness of all the elements of the na-
tional and world society, and the radical growth ih the size
and importance of mass education.

Schools and universities which formerly, served the interests of

ruling elites through the recruitment and training of a highly
selected student body have now been faced with a double de-
mandfor an extraordinary variety of new forms of knowledge
and intellectual ,skills for use in the society, and the provision
of many new kinds of educational services for a 'much wider v

sector of each national population. In India, for exampld, these
two demands, coming together in a relatively short period since
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Indian independence, have exposed the structure and curriculum
of the existing schools and universities as totally inadequate for
dealing with the country's problems. The student uprisings and
agitations which have plagued the country", over the, past ten
years can be traced to that inadequacy.

It is in thi setting that the role of youth in every society
must now be reconsidered, in the developed as well as the devel-
oping countries. In fact, the idea .of youth as a separate section
of, the population is itself put in question. The social and cultural
needs of a given nation-state call for the mobilization of human
resources in the entire population. For the mobilization to be
successful, it is first necessary to adopt the simple proposition
'that the development of human talent is a lifetime affair, and
that the education of the young and the formerly young is not
something to be done once and for all in a string of years from
the age of six to fourteen or sixteen.

Once that is recognized, high school and university students
can also be recognized as citizens at a given stage of their
lives, with varying degrees of maturity, talent, motivation, and
capacity, not as "youth" or "students," to be dealt with according
to rules applicable only to the immature and. irresponsible. What
is at stake is the integration of youth into the total society with-
out losing the freshness and originality of the contribution the
younger generation can make when the circumstances are right.

Further, the nation-states of the world are as completely inter-
connected as the conventional wisdom holds them to be. There-
fore, the curriculum of studies and the cultural:setting provided
by the schools and universities around the worldmust no longer
be built on the older nationalist lines or on the tribalisms of

I national, prejudice. We know enough aboul the effects of ethno-
cenfrim and nationalist bias in national educational systems to
realize that these are major factors in creating hostilities strong
enough; between peoples_ to send them into wars against each ,

other) We also know that although this is a situation which af-
flicts the present world society, it is not an unalterable fact either
of education or of world affairs. Arabs receive no advantagei in
being taught to hate Jews, Jews to hate Arabs, Chinese to hate
Russians, Turks to hate Greeks, except for the dubious advantage
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of making wars between them possible, and, in the long run,
necessary.

The reality of internationalism, transnationalism, and global
interconnection is with us, the concept of that reality has been
recognized. What is missing is the application in practice of what

we already know about interconnection.
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WORLI3 UNITY AND THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MOVEMENT.

In the case o(he interconnectedness of the world's students, it
is a simplemaiter to \say, or even to tell them, that they are .all
interconnected. They are: Therhave common' interests,.attitudes,
concerns, and needs. They have a.general sense of what it means
to demand and create a peaceable:arid just world order, and the
more active among-then) have a very strong sense of identifica-
tion with the poor and oppressedof the world.

But the hard part,cbtrtrs when the students or others try to
build programvf inteifiitioniraction in which the youth of the,
world can join togetlto help improve the quality of life on the
planet, In the first Rlase, students are students where they are
at home in their own countries. It is from that home base that
they function as students. Whatever they learn of world problqms
or of changing conditions in the global society they learn from
the educational and cultural experiences around them in their $
daily life as students. Most of the time, because of the way stu- .

dents are institutionalized in each tountry, these experiences do
nor give them either the inforinatiop.or,the attitude% they need if
they are to develop a sense of unity with the students and citi-
zens in' other coUntries-or in a wor111cillture. In many cases,

'students can gain little sense of unity in common interests and
comradeship even with the students of their own country. The
institutions and the curricula are not built to encourage that
sense.,

When students go abroad, it is usually to catry out a specific
educational mission --to take a university degree, to prepare for

. ..,,
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a given profession, to carry out researchand there is very little
chance in the universities to which they go to enter into the
experience of being part of a genuine iptellectual community, in-
ternational or otherwise. For most universities, the creation of
such a community is considered irrelevant to the university's
mission, when in fact it is a primary mission, the 'rest follows
from there. In the United Statei, foreign students usually form
their on national ghettos and often carry into them and spread

from- them the nationalist ideologies, attitudes, and preconcep-
tions theybrought from home.

American students on their own campuses have little to dO
with .the students from other countries. With approximately
140,000 foreign students in the United States each year, the pos-
sibilities for Americans to extend their knowledge of cultures
other than their own, through personal relations or cooperative'
studies with their fellow students from abroad, are rich and
plentiful. For.the niost part the possibilities are never used.

Nor is there any direct connection between American student
organizations and those of other countries. In 1967, when it was
disclosed that the international program of the United State Na-
tional Student Association was subsidized by the CIA: theffAtneri-

,can student movement received a blow from which it has not yet
recovered. Nor °lily was it impossible to find' funds for interna-
tional programs from other sources, but the credibility, of the as-

sociation as "an independent body of American students was
undermined, both In the United States and abroad. Since then
American students, even those genuinely interested in world
affairs, have lost touch with the international student movement

and its organizations.
There is a .deep paradox in this situation. Never before has

the American student body been more conscious of the role of
the United States in world affairs or more aware of world prob-
lems, f torn racism, poverty, and hunger to war and planetary
pollution. The war in Vietnam educated an entire-generation of
American youth in the utter cruelty and inhumanity of war and
the futility and immorality of American intervention in world
affairs through the use of military force.

If Vietnam were not enough, we have the more recent edu-

cational lessons to be drawn from American intervention through
.
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the 'CIA in sustaining brutal fascist regimes in Greece and Chile. ,

the mass media have spread the word and given- us the Pentak
gcm papers, the foreign policy of`Watergate, and the politics of
international oil. .

Yet this is also a time when an extreme parochialism affects
many American students in their attitude toward world af-
fairs and their knowledge of the lives and problems of people
in other countries. They are absorbed in the American conscious-
ness, a consciousness of America in the world, and of. themselves--
in relation to rather than to the world itself. The more
politically inclined among them have developed a critical aware-
ness of the nature of American policy, but their conceptions are
largely negative, while the majority of students have turned to a
search for a place in their own society.

This has meant that the energy injected into political and
social activism in the 1960s and early 70s is now lacking in the
leadership it possessed in those years, when the Peace Corps was
a new invention, the protest against the war was fuelled by re-
sistance to military conscription, the .ci+11 rights movement was
a crusade for human rights, and the, universities were the battle-
ground for the opponents of the status quo in education and the
social system. It is as if the American student movement, hav-
ing thrown itself into the struggle for a" just and democratic
society, had made its gains and taken its losses, and is now in an
interim period in which the Watergate phenomenon has induced
cynicism among the potential activists and political lethargy
among the rest. .

The students are now more conscious of the enormous power
of the economic, military, and political system of the United
States and the world, and haVe become aware of the relative
lack of power on their own part to effect change in the institu-
tions-oil companies or military governmentsin control of world
society. What can they do about,Chile, except to mourn the dead
and the death of human rights, and denounce the American
cies which helped to bring them about? -The rallying-cry of stu-
dents in` other countries has been, in South Korea, in Greece,
in Indonesia, in Thailand, "Down with corruption in the govern-
ment." In the United States, the students have had to wait, with
the rest ofthe populationt for the remedies of the courts and of
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congress to bring to life the' spirit Of political integrity in the
world's most powerful democracy. The students see in the failure

of the United, Nations to settle the problems of war, of hunger,
of poverty, of education, a symbolic failure of the libey forces in
contemporary history.

On the other hand, there is a movement within the established
American system for reform in teaching and learning about world
affairs, one which is a distinctive part of the interim period. On

...more than 500 campuses there are now peace studies programs
of a rich variety, in which enquiring into the causes of human
conflict, the nature of contemporary society, the forces working
for and against a just and peaceable world order, the psychology
for aggression and conciliation, and many other issues have bec.

come part of a new curriculum. Here the level of seriousness in
moral and political concerns is very much deeper than it has been

in the past..
There. are more opportunities for American studentpto gain

direct experience of the cultures and social systems of other
countries than ever before, through field work and foreign
studies developed as a regular part of American, college and uni-
versity programs. What is missing is a direct relation between
these experiences and the organized international student move-

ment, and a sense of unity with a worldwide student effort to
Improve the quality of-life on the planet..The Americans simply
do not know what the Greek, the That, the South Korean, the
Indonesian, the Nigerian, the Brazilian, the South 'African, the
Yugoslavian, or the Mexican students have dohe, and are doing,

on behalf of human rights and social justice, They have no means
of communication in the existing world networks and organiza-

tions.
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, THE ORGANIZATION OF ,INTERNATIONALISM

On the other hand, th'ere has been in the last ten, years an
extraordinary growth in the number and significance of interna-
tional organizations of all kinds. There are research, training, an
educational programs in' international affairs by the thousands in

universities around the world. There are hundreds
of international conferences each year ror which research papers
are p,repaied and discussed by international scholars, by business
corporations, by governrhent agencies. There are more than 2,300
international nongovernmental organizations in fields ranging
from trade unionism and adult education to religion, the social

'sciences, and medicine, along with more than 250 international
organizations Along 'governments.

Yet sucti organizations function for the most part in isolation
froth each other, unconnected to the field of global action, and
unconnectect to the lives of youth. We find, for example, that
while it is possible to pass a 'unanimous resolution by the world's
governments far the protection 'of whales, the whales go'on be-
ing decimated. it is rioss(ble to arrange for scholarly, documenta-
tion of the tbrture of politital prisoners, but UNESCO is unable_to
hold a meeting to present the evidence, while prisoners go on
being' torturedThe politics of the world's power structure make
he scholars and students of the world dependents of govern-

ments, and human intelligence the servant of the status quo.
In the case of the students'as*v independent force, there ar"e

approximately forty international Iktudent organizations now in
existence, some of them independehr, others sponsored by gov--
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ernments, several of theme,vith, blanches in more than fifty
countries, with coordinating staff in a central headquarters,
But the problem for these organizations is to keep alive an in-
.terest in the internationalism of their 'prograrhs, since the pro-
grams have to be carried out in individual codintries or regions
and must be specific enough and closely enough related to na-
tional.and regional problems to arouse the entHysiasm and com-
mitment of national student bodies.

Another part of the difficulty lies in the fact that students
tkaye so little authority in making educational policy in- their own

.cdfihtries, and are so seldom asked to act as representatives of
their fellow students, either in national or international affairs.
Except in the Scandinavianountries where well organized stu-

. dent unions have direct access to the legislative ,bodies in which
educational policy is made, there are few exantples of countries
in which organizations of students genuinely repres-ent national_

or international student interests.
There are, of course, forms of communication among students

other than the international student organizations, conferences,
or the formal international studies taught in the world's schools
and universities. The mass media' provide a much more powerful
and basic communication system, along with films, dance, music,
novels, plays, poems, painting, sc4cure. Ideas of the modern
world and Its character cirallate rthrOugh the world from these
sources in the arts in ways which transcend the conventional
systegis.

No matter how often, and, how vigorously governments try to
prevent ideas and reports of reality from travelling across, na-
tional boundaries, fhe personal truths Of the artist, the dissenter,
the philosopher, the activist, the writer, the student, somehow
manage to penetrate the world's collective consciousness. In the
long run, ideas and truths are known by persons, not organiza-_
tions. The ideas travel wherever people travel, wherever one
person speaks to another, wherever books are read, films seen,
poems heard.

In thjs sensethere is a world culture of youth, made up of a
complex of parts, but with a content of its own. The students in,
France in the May uprising of 1968 knew about the Berkeley,

events of 1964, Asian and African students in the 1970s knew

?8 . .t
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about 1968 in France, Soviet youth have known about Duke El-
lington for years, the young of Japan have their own version of
the rock culture. The young actors; dancers, and singers in the
production'of Hair in seven countries helped to spread the phil-
osophy of human liberation and peace in an international di-
mension. They also contributed part of their income, itabthe sup-
port of the UN World Youth Assembly.

But when we return to the practical problem of mobilizing
the energies of youth to take part in the decision making of the
world's 'affairs, we find that the youth culture, while expressing
attitudes to life and disagreements with the way its institutions
operate, has few instruments for positive action. On the other
side, the side of the power structure of' world affairs, where the
older generation with its institutions and social arrangements
excludes youth from participation, there is a comparable lack of
instruments for action. -

If the youth cannot do it, for themselves and their. elders are
not willing to reconstruct their institutions to bring in the young
as participants, then-we have an international impasse until we

'tan organize some, new arrangements. The most serious efforts to
come to terms with the needs of youth'have been made during
the 1960s and 70s by the United Nations and UNESCO, and al-
though the efforts have not been very successful as yet, the
issues have been studied and some sensible recommendations
made. Twenty-nine resolutions of the role of youth in world af-
fairs were passed by t e General Assembly and the Economic
and Social Council fr 1965 to 1972. The theme consisted in
drawing attentiorato_die fact that 54 percent of the world's
population is under the age of,twenty-five, that the present youth
Of the world will be responsible in the future for the support
and extension of:the principles of the United Nations Charter,
and of the organization itself, and that the United Nations
through every part of its work as an institution has the respon-
Sibility for enlisting'the talents of the young.

A summary of the Rroblems and possibilities in UN programs
for youth, is to be found in a major report from the Secretary-
General tp the General Assembly in August of 1972 entitled,
Channels of Communication with Youth and International Orga-
nizations, and in a research report from the UN Institute for c
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Training and Research (UNITAR) published in the fall of 1973.
The Secretary-General's report states bluntly that the basic ques-
tion of what to do about youth as far as the UN is concerned
requires a political decision by the General Asiembly, followed
by "the establishment of mechanisms capable of making the
views and interests of ybung people actually felf. . . . Without
the political decision to 'open up' the organization to young
people, such opportunities, where they exist, will continue to be

token opportunities only. At the same time, the political 'opening

up' in itself, without "Specific opportunities for participation,
would be purposeless. At this level, he question of communica-
tion becomes a question of participation."

Both this report and the one from UNITAR make recom-
mendations as to how participation could become more direct.
These include the appointment of a ten-member ad hoc Advis-
ory Group on Youth to advise the Secretary-General, more dis-
cussion and exchange of views between the United Nations
secretariat and the representatives of international student or-
ganizations in Geneva and New York, and work by youth in UN-

.

assisted regional projects in development and other fields.
The UNITAR report is more comprehensive. It deals with the

structure and problems of the international youth organizations,
and points out that many of the.most concerned and active youth
movements around the world prefer to do their own work on
issues of human rights, racial equality, education, and social
development outside the organized international g-roups. The
latter are handicapped*by -lack of funds and staff and few stu-
dents have sufficient funds of their own to take time away from
their studies for service in the student movement:

For example, there is at UN hefdquarters in New York 'a

youth Caucus composed of representatives of twenty-one-inter-
national student organizations,kwith a convenor elected by the
others to serve as administrator for the work Of liaison with the
secretariat and the delegations. The convenor and the other
members of the caucus are volunteers, some of them with full-
time jobs in addition to their progrant of university studies.

Most of the foreign student members of the caucus are studying
in the United States ort scholarships and fellowships, and are
perpetually pressed for funds merely to survive in the face of high
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tuitions, living expenses, and the necessity of taking high grades
in order. to retain their subsidies. They cannot take the time neces-
sary for serious work in the caucus, or for serious involvement
with members of the UN secretariat. For the same reasons, re-
search reports on youth, their needs, their activities, the pro-
grams they have already started or would ,like to start, are usu-
ally prepared by professional scholars ,ancl researchers appointed
byUNITAR, UNESCO, or UN agencies rather than by the students
themselves. Thereare no research funds, and therefore no staff.
The universities around the world, which could perfectly well in-
clude research on youth problems as part of the work under-
graduate or graduate students do for academic credit, are seldom
wilting either to suggest,it or allow it.

Louis Simon, one of the most informed and sympathetic
scholars in the United Nations organization on the subject of
youth, speaks of the result of this situation. "Youth organiza-
tionsr says Simon, "are generally critical of the existing chan-
nels of communication between youth and the United Nations
and Of the presumed inclination of the United Nations to treat
youth as objectsto be looked after, educated and protected, and
to be associated with projects and programmes that have been
planned for them, rather than as an element which could have a
healthy influence on the Organization. They tend to believe that
the time has come for the United Nations to have a youth di-
menslon in its thinking and operation. Generally, more channels
for y uth participation in the policies and programmes of the
Unit d Nations, more younger persons in the national delega-
tions to the United Nations bodies and in the Secretariat, and
Brea er recognition by the United Nations of the political role
of y uth are suggested -as remedies."'

9 1
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THE WORLD YOUTH ASSEMBLY

There is a pervasive attitude among the more politically active
of the world's students that the United Nations is a bureaucracy
which operates in the interest of the existing power structures
of national and international society, and that to cooperate with
the organization would be a waste of time better spent in opera-
tions of their own. That attitude found its fullest expression in
some of the statements made by individuals and groups at the
World Youth Assembly held at the United Nations in New York
in July of 1970. The assembly had been arranged as part of
the twenty-fifth anniversary celebrations of the UN, with the
work of planning given to representatives from thirteen interna-
tional youth organizations with offices in Geneva.

It was an event of far more significarke than appeared at first'
sight} It marked the first time in the history of the world' that the
world's youth had been called together to consider the situation
of mankind and to express the opinions, ideas, and points of
view of youth about the issues facing contemporary society.

It was also the first time that the United Nations had taken this
degree of initiative in relation to the youth; of the world and had
recognized the legitimacy of the demands of youth that the UN
must take them seriously.

In the beginning, the international youth organizations were
skeptical of the 'value of folding such a world conference at all.
They questioned the motives of the UN in calling it, and inferred
that it was a propaganda show to arouse interest in the UN
rather than an assembly, to give youth a chance to present their
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vigyvs to a worldwide audience., They felt that if the United
Nations officials were serious about giving youth a new role in
world affairs they would make plans to involve young people in
the daily operations of the UN itself, not simply turn over the UN
headquarters for nine days of talking.

But once the youth organizations had formed a planning com-
mittee to do the actual work, and it was agreed that the assembly
program and the policies about how to run it were to be in their
hands, they became more active., They insisted that invitations
should go to all countries, not merely to UN member, and that

a participants should be selected by .youth organizations in
each country from a "cross-section of the organized and unor-
ganized yoUth community in each country, e.g., students, young-
workers, rural youth, political youth, young women." It was
agreed that the participants should come as individuals whom
repfesented the young people of their countries as a whole not
as representatives of specific youth groups or delegates from
their governments, that they should be under the age of twenty-
five, with five from each country, and an additional 126 to be
invited at the discretion of the planning committee.

When the conference opened in New York there were 646
participants from 118 countries, five of them outside the United
Nations. Around 35 percent of the participants were over the age

1..

of twenty-five, some of them professional youth organizers, the
oldest of whom was forty-seven. Since,each country was free to
arrange its own representation within the assembly guide lines,
there was nothing the assembly organizers could do -once the
over-age young people turned up except to go ahead with the
program. ,

This was divided in fairly conventional UN style into plenary
sessions and four working commissions in the 'areas .of World
Peace, World Development, Education, and Man and Environment.
But there the comparison, with the regular ..UN style stbps. The
meetings were much more informal, participants were identified

'as individuals and not by countries, there were no seating plan
very few rules of order, many of the participants spoke fox:,
themselves, not for the positions taken by their governments.

In the World Peace Commission meetings and in the report of
the commission, it was clear that ideological blocs had been

0 rt,
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formed and that some of the older and more experienced
conferees had done their best to manipulate the voting in ways
which would produce a final statement of support for 'their
own governments and ideologies:Othsr participants resented the
fact that they were not identified as -to- country, since they felt
that, aside from a felling of pride in speaking for their country,
it was important for assembly memberi to know where each
speaker came from and what part of the world he represented.

There were three main themes which marked the reports
from the commissions and the final Message to the th General
Assembly. Although they were not markedly differen from the
general views of persons concerned with world a airs and
could have been written and supported by the regular UN per-
sonnel, they do indicate the point of view of the youth of the
world.* The first ,theme was reiterated throughout, a call for
unity among the-youth of the world in opposition to all forms of
imperialism, colonialism, and neo-colonialism, d the need for
support of the liberation struggles to achieve just world order.
This was not so much a call for peace, tit for the continua-
tion of the struggle by the oppressed ag8i.st their oppressors.

The second theme had to do With the of youth in world
affairs and particularly in social development, with develop-
ment ddfined as "a political and social process which in its high-
est form creates the conditions for the integral development of
the individual man and of all members of the human commurrity."
In practical terms, the assembly called for support of the UN
Volunteer Corps in which youth could be more widely involved,
more use of domestic service programs for youth in the develop-
ing countries, and the acceptance of youth as participants in all
forms and programs of beneficial social change including the
regular organs of the UN,qnd in all efforts to protect and en-
hance thel4uality of the earth environment.

In the third.theme, in the field of education, the assembly youth

social change, wanted
wanted full participation in policy making, demanded the expan-
sion of mass education as an instrument o

I am indebtedto Professor Donald McNemar of Dartmouth College
for his comments and his analysis of the assembly in a paper prepared
for UNITAR in January of 1971. .
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revised curricula and teaching 'methods, a United Nations Uni-
versity with student participation in the planning, and UN Inter-
national Youth Centres around the world.

The hope that the World Youth Assembly would have a serious
impact on UN and world thinking was not fulfilled, mainly be-
cause it was too much to .expect that the youth of the world, no
matter how talented, fresh, and idealistic, could sput together
in nine days at a general free-for-all sort of meeting, a body of
knowledge or a world program, or even an exciting statement,
which could, raise the level of world consciousness. The most
the participants could do was to provide a set of general state-
ments which could be voted on and sent to the United Nations.
To accomplish more it would have been necessary to take much
more timeat least one to two yearsfor the planning, the selec-
tion of participants, the preparation of working papers, and the
involvement of the participants in preparing themselves long be-
fore they set out for New York.

But the experiment was worth trying, if only to learn at first-
hand what the problems and possibilities are in assembling the
youth of the world"the first global generation," as U Thant
called themto exchange ideas and to propose common action
for a new world order. It is an unhappy fact that aside from one
or two reports,on the assembly (the UNITAR report is the most
complete) tre has been no follow-up or research on the effect
of the conference on the participants or the participants' ideas
for future conferences and youth programs of all kinds.

Nor is*there any inclination by member-states to repeat the
conference, although that was one of the major recommenda-
tions made in the conference . Message to the UN General
Assembly.

4
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THE UNITED NATIONS-UNIVERSITr; _

One of the probleins that will persist in the futpre is the mat-
ter of how to get repreientation from the youtifof the world that
genuinely represents thevyoung. The United Nations is the only
organization with the -Capacity to bring the world's,yotith to-
gether. on a world scale and to create an internatiohal system
through which youth can loin in the work of building a world
community. Other conferences, for example the' larld Youth
Festival held in East Berlin in July of -1973, attiended by more
than 25,000 students from 140 countries, or thei'outh of the Third
World Conference in Algiers in July of 1r97/4, arupported by
the funds 4if national 'governments' and a e intend to accom-
plish specific political and ideological Fiurfkises.

What is missing, in the World Youth Assembly idea and in the

usual run of international student conferences, is the continuity
of a worldwide effort frOm day to day and year to year to make

it .possible for the international student community to stay in
touch with itself. There is no communication system through
which either the participants in a Youth Assembly or in inter-
national meetings of any kind an maintain a flow of ideas and

actually accumulate a body di' knowledge that draws upon re-
sources of the world's yguth.

There is now an oppoqunity for building such a system through
the United Nations University, established by vote of tie General
Assembly in December of 1973 and now in the beginning stage
of its operation. It will not be ,a university in the, usual sense of
the word. It will have no central campus, it will a&epi` no funder-
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gradulate or graduate stu ents, grant no degrees, and, will corlist
of a worldwide netwdrk of research and training centers for

`dealing with,Icey world prohlems.
`It is-an irony that a new university, planned for a new age in

World cooperation' and world affairs, designed, to deal with the
crucial issues of contemporary life, should have turned into a uni-
versity,:without students artd, in View of all the UN Assembly
'resolutips on yOuth, to have had no participation by, young
people 'in the planning. The twenty -four member governing
council has no 'younger members, and was appointed without
consultation with students, youth, or youth organizations.

The form of the university planning was dictated almost, en-,
tirely by the cultUrial and political ,character of the United Na- ,
dons, rather than basing itself on any concept of how.the world's
people could best develop a world university which would serve
their heeds. AS U Thant said in his Opening address to the
World Yqutti Aisembly,,"Wlille the, UN Charter speaks in the
name Of peoples rather than governments, mankind as such still

no-direct-voice in the United Nations. . All too often the
forgotten element is man... . the people who live and die for- -
the policies of political leaders they are unlikely ever to,meet...."

In this case,,if the United Nations were to sponsor a univer-
sity' for the world in which teachers, students, scholars, scien-
'fists, poets, philbsophers, and thinkers of all kinds were to work.
together to help create a new world, order, it had to be done
within the framework of the UN as an organizati8h, and the UN
was not organized as a center for educational planning. By a
_combination of efforts in UNESCO', the UN secretariat, the Eco-
nomic and Social Council, and other UN agencies, U Thant's
original idea, introduced to the General Assembly in ,the fall of
1969, underwent an evolution from the idea of a central campus
with students and teachers from everywhere in the world, to a

'decentralized system of 'research institutes linked together by a
coordinating staff at a world headquarters' in Tokyo. The uni-,
versity will be financed by voluntary contributions from mem-
ber governments, 'foundations, and individuals, with the Japanese,
government taking the leadership in committing $100 million to
the university - endowment and the full cost.of constructing and
maintaining the world headquarters. y,
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In order to reach out to the university community, the UN and
UNESCO plannersformed two international groups of independent
scholars and educators to'llelp during the course of the plan-
ninga Panel of Experts which worked on the design and the
Founding Committee which drew up the charter. Andrew Cordier
was.chairrnan of both groups and was .a Major figure in the deli-
cate work of Making a design that responded to the ideals of
humanitarian scholarship and the need for an enlightened con.'
ception of a world university, and could at the same time be
approved by the General' Assembly and gain the support of UN
members and the international university community.

Until now there has been only a modest degree of interest in
the university on the part of member governments, and an even
more modest degree on the part of the international university
community. This is partly due to the fact that so few people out-
side the UN secretariat and UNESCO have known anything about
it, and that most of the planning was done in private, sessions
with very little communication of the results tot, he outside world.
A bigger reason is that there has been a fall' imount of skepti-
cism expressed by

university in the first place.
ember governments, especially in the West,

as to the need for t
The United States has never been enthusiastic and has offered

no ideas, facilities,,or financial help. The Soviet Union and most
of the eastern SoCialist Republics opposed the university from
the start and abstained from the final vote, having argued in pre-
vious sessions that there are already. enough international centers,
research institutes,,and research projects going on in the univer-
sities, and that with UNESCO, the UN Institute for Training and

InifesearCh (USIITA ), and the other UN .ageriCiei,- there was no
rreedto add anyth g else. ,

In the international response to the UN 'plan there has been
no coif pelling vision of what a world university could mean in
putting to work the organized intelligence of the human rage to
tackle the problems that afflict the planet. Certainly there is re-
search on the major problems, sometimes prepared for interna-
tional congresses, at other times carried op,in_national univer-
sities or in international teams. There Hale been major gather-
ings of world scholars, government officials, citizens, and
scientists sponsored by the UN, in, the Stockholm Environment

if
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Conference, the World Population Cohference of 1974 in Bucharest,
il'ietaw of the Sea. Conference of 1974 in Caracas.

But few have realized, that the ideas, being generated on An
Oldie issues have never had a central breeding ground. Nor has
there been a coordinated set of world institutions where the dis-
agreethents about world policy, the interpretation of, opposing
points oevieW, or the invention of new,knowledge and new solu-

to W29-,r1d- prOblems could be dealt with in, an environment_
of intellectual concern, free from the explicit intrusions of polit-
ical

,

lOgie
. concern,

ical ideo and national self-interest, These intrusions are
perfectly natural in the arena of a UN world conference, and
they thuSt be taken into account in any serious search for solu-
tions to the,ptOblems._The unique characteristic of a world uni-
versity lies in the freedom it can afford to the world's scholars
t4 act On behalf of all the world's citizens, and to speculate, ex-
press themselves, report, study, and create in an atmosphere of
global commitment. In theiiistory of the world there has never

'been,an institution-like that. .

Thse 'fact that it had to be created by the existing UN orga-
Miation with its particular bureaucratic habits, rules, and educa-
tional attitudes was unavoidable, in the absence .of any others
orOnization cabable of doing it. The universities themselves have
made only feeble 'efforts to, unite their resources son a world
sole:.th,ekinternationalisin has been more an academic subject
'than a social or intellectual commitment.

There was, therefore, a privacy "about the
out

planning right
froth the start. The feasibility studies carried out by the UN and
UNESCO-, the latter study based on 380 replies" to a question-
'mire circulated to approximately 1,000 institutions` around the
world, were never discussedip the world academic community,
with student's, scholaor sbyone else, but only at meetings of
the Economic and Social CoUncil and the General Assembly. The
rationale for that procedure was that any premature announce-
Merits Of the design of'the university would, damage the possibil-,
ity of the approvalof member-states, and until there was internal
i0ernerit, rioActernal publicity would be helpful.

Theselection Or the members of the Panel of. Experts, the
Founding Committee, and the University Council 'was also ,car-
ried out by the UN and UNESCO. privately, with some consulta-
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tion with goye0Tents and their associated academic organiza-
tions. There wA no involvement by persons outside the inner
circle. In fact, only a very few persons outside or inside' the UN
and governments_knew anything about the work of the university
planners.

Had there been time and an inclinatidn to do so, nominations
to the planning bodies and the Univer ity Council could have
beefi the subject of a worldwide invitati n, country by country,
toe. educational organizations and univer ities, and the planning
Of the world university could have been task to which everyone
was invited to make a contribution. This ould have been much
more cumbersome and time consuming than the method chosen,
but it would have meant that the world Jommunity would have
had a chance both to know about the plans being made on its
behalf and to share in Making tIcem.

44.
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. A UNIVERSITY -WITHOUT STUDENTS

As far as students are concerned, there is even less information
about the university in their hands than in the hands of the4'
world's faculty- members. Since they have ,not been called, upon
to help in its development,there is as `yet no focal point around,
which students can rally even if. they had, theinformation. Those

`youth representatives in the. UN' Headquarters Youth Caucus who,
Nave followed die uniirersity plans have,, protested to. the council

against, the ,

absence of young people in tne.council. They have
,.7.,t..ff0;1.,:ifle'ap'pollitment, of an advisory body of Youth representa7
WO As welt as reptesentatives of, youth ,organizations as, assis-

to an.tothe rector d directors of the research ,and train7
...ins' institutes:: ,

stt dehts and, educators have pointed out that the whole
krea,of the university ts, based on elitist conceptions of the rela-
tion of knowled0 fo the, working areas of society,and that-rather,
than breikinieneW grouhd in world education anfl world thought,

,the new institution simply perpetuates the usual academic, bier-
: aichiesand CultUral"patterns of l'sy,stertt that was exposed as a

failure_ during ,the educational turmoil of the 1960s.,They there-
. (Ore have:little, enthusiasm.' and little hOpe.,for ,the new institu-

tion, and consider it another UN agency'in a UN system which
neglects yoUtfiof the Wald and is ,run by people whose edu-

-,eational thinking is Already Obsolete, ,
ihe'replY of uniVersity, proponents is that in the ,presint stage

'of UN operations, granted the thinking of the older UN genera-' tion whO were educated in'elitist`institutions and have a parental
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. view of the young and of students, the present *structure is the
only one which could have received approval in the General As-
sembly. They also point Out that the charter as drawn is flexible

_enough in its provisions to allow for actions to be taken by the
council andtthe rector to include any number of affiliated groups,
including students, asliart of the world system. 4 4

in other words, the United Nations has put a ,structure in
. place to be used for generating social -and intellectual 'effert on
a world scale, beginning with the efforts of scholars and scientists

. from the world academic establishment, to deal with the prob-
lems of, human survival, war and peace, 'social development,
and the protection ,of the planet. Hold that structure will work
and who will work in it is a question to be settled by the plan-

.ning of the council and the rector, 'and by the initiatives taken
by independext scholars, students, governments, and citizens.
Whatever breakthroughs there are, whatever innovations and
imaginative new ways of conducting a university -which is spread

,allover the world, will have to come from the initiatives of the
world community in collaboration with the council.

As yet, the council has not been in touch with the outside
world. It has been examining its own probleriis and working out
some .of .the.operational details and guidelines by which it will
function. The cliarter of the university is actually drawn in a
flexible enough way to allow many _things to happen, but it
shoul&not be left,to the,council, whose members all occupy ad-
ministrative posts, in the world academic community, to create
the initiatives. all by themselves; There are no artists, poets,
writers,composesephilosOphers, or non-academics among them
Aside from academic administration, their fields of competence
are almost entirely in the natural and social.sciences, medicine
and law, with two in the humanities.

The initiatives can come from almost any quarter. If, for ex-
ample, the African countries which have already expressed an
interest in affiliating some of their existing universities with the
new institution, were to propose the establishment of a world
center for educational research in an African country, this would
automatically involve work with, research scholars and educators
from around the world on problems of social and economic de-
velopment. Since one of the major purposes in founding th'?'"
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university in the first place is to shift the _center of gravity bf
world scholarship from the West toward the developing countries
and to bring the talents of the international community of schol-
ars and scientists, into the areas of the world where their talents
are needed, it would be difficult to avoid dealing with the actual
problems of youth in the African countries. It would be equally
difficult pot to include students in the affiliated universities
such research, both in gathering data and in serving as respond-
ents to questions under study..

Since the university plans call for a program of service by
scholars on a short-term basis of two to three years, after which
they 'would return to their home institutions, it is probable that
those with a special interest in educational and social problems
will have a good deal of autonomy in deciding what they study
and how they study it, since they will have to be recruited from
those who have already made substantial and original contribu -,
tions to,,their fields. It would be perfectly natural for such per-
sons to make alliances and to collaborate with students and
scholars in the region where they wilt be carrying out their as-
signments, if only to guarantee continuity of the effort after they
leave for home.

It would also be natural for diem to request the appointment
of UN youth internes to work with the staff, and to arrange
for UN fellowships to students showing promise in 'a given field.
A large part of the incentive for scholars to give two to three
years of their careers to the UN University is likely to come from
their commitment to the cause of developing a new world order
and of helping to create a new world consciousness among suc-
ceeding generations. Since they will be working cooperatively
with teams of international, scholars from a variety of fields on
research related to social action, they are likely to be, more sym-
pathetic to the idea of reaching out to the communities of the
region, including the student community, than are most mitnbers
of the academic professiOn.

AO'
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SOME POSSIBILITIES FOR ACTION

But the central question remains, Now can the students of the
world, be made an integral part of a new world institution which
is designed not for students and teachers but for research schol-
ars, and how can the rest of the world's people who are not
classified as students benefit from the university as a world in-
stitution? If tAit question goes unanswered, there is little chance
that the United kations University will do more than perpetuate
the traditions of the world academic community and circulate re-
search reports into the hands of librarians, other researchers,
and the files-Of international organizatidn.

For the 'students of the world have already shown not only
their readiness to become involved in helping to shape the future
of their own society and of the world order, but have shoWn a
form of political intelligence and social energy which has been
the most important fact In the history of world education of the
1960s and 70s. The student; are the living tissue which links the
university to the society of which it is a part, and without
them the knowledge created within the university has no way of
re-creating itself within the society, no way of putting the ideas
to work in the consciousness of the next generation. The failure
to recognize this fact. is at the heart of the failure of univer-
sities and governments to come to terms with the worldwide
student revolt and to provide ways in which the student struggle
for human rights and a new social order can be made a joint
endeavor of, the universities and the students. A world university
which does not provide ways of recognizing, welcoming, and co-

.
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operating with the world's students as partners in a new global
enterprise is doomed to end up talking to itself and to the
authorities of national governmehts. The, question of what to do
about students is fundamental to the university's future.

It is also crucial for the university to realize that the very deli-
niacin of student has altered radically during the past ten years.
With the wide acceptance among educational thinkers of the
concept of lifelong learning rather than the division of education
into formal institutional stages based on age groups, the univer-
sity student of the future is .likely to be of any age, from six-
teen to sixty. The student is also likely to have had a varied
background of preparation of study and experience in presenting,
himself to the universities of the world for admission to further
study. It will be part of the responsibility of-the UN University
to discover ways in which the body of important intellectual and
social experience accumulated by persons outside the_ regular.
academic institutions can be recognized as a valid starting point
fpr highWr study under university auspices.

One part of the answer to student needs goes back to the re-
lation of the world's students to the UN itself., In the present
situation, the only way a young student can have a direct rela-
tion with the United Nations is by membership in one of the youth
organizations recognized by the UN. Even here his relation is
quite remote, since the only persons who deal directly with the
officials of the UN or ,any of its agencies are the members of the
UN Headquarters Youth Caucus in New York or, the staff and
officers in the central offices in Geneva. Their dealings consist
mainly of handing over statements of the position of the youth
organizations on UN issues, conferring with members of the
secretariat from time to time, and attending briefing sessions by
UN officials given for nongovernmental organizations of- all
kinds. Not much-of what goes on ,is reported back to the mem-
berShip around the world, since nothing much is going on.

In the case of the United Nations University it will be possib,le
to make a new start. The university will not be run by the UN
or UNESCO; they will simply be servicing it. The, university is
an autonomous institution outside governments and UN bodies.
Therefore, the UN Headquarters Youth Caucus would not auto-
matically become the representatives of world youth, they are
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not that, they are representatives of a comparatively small group
of international youth organizatidns.

One good solution to the problem of representation would be
to invite each member-state of the United Nations to appoint
a representative to a World Youth Council,. to be chosen in
somewhat the way participants were chosen foi the World
Youth Assemblythrough nongovernmental student organizations,
youth groups, and university student bodies. The Youth Council
could prepare materials six months in advance of a week-long
world conference to discuss a youth program, and after the con-
ference, elect a twenty-four member board as a counterpart to
the University Council. This gioup of twenty-four with a chair-
man and officers, would be responsible to the 138 member-states
for developing policy in consultation with the membership.

The Youth Council would meet twice a year, presumably at
same time as the University Council with whom they could

slAnd certain intervals of time on agenda items that concerned
them, with the Youth Council chairman automatically a member
Of the University Council and located in the world headquarters
in Tokyo as the officially designated representative of world
youth. The advantage of this arrangement would be that the youth
of each country would have a chance to choose one of their own
number to represent them, and there would be a visible link
between the youth of the world and the new university.

It would mean that a young person who wished to work in
the field of world affairs and world education could prepke him-
self to become eligible as his country's UN University represen-
tative, and there would be some targets to shoot at as far as his
career and studies were concerned. There would be a career line
from his studies in the school and university, or his work in a
youth organization if he were not a formal studentoo the pos-
sibility of becoming his country's representative. As of now, ex-
cept for the UN Volunteers and their association with UN devel-
opment projects in. the field, there,,is. no UN career which stands
as a goal for young people to try to achieve, nor is there any
place to prepare fpr it.

There are a gbod many variations and additions to the Youth
Council idea, and they all rest on the principle that there should
be official representation to the UN for the young people of each
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country in the world. For example, each member of the Univgi-
sity4.1CouncilCncil could organize a youth advisory group in his own
to try and region, and could bring to the council meetings the
ideas and proposals developed by the. regional groups. The coun-
cil could take up the recommendation of the World Youth Ag-
semtity that UN International Youth. Centres be established around

partthe world, some of them as pa of existing universities interested
in he Ulg connection, others as direct affiliates, newly estab,
lished bylhe UN University. This would. provide a widely dis-
tributeckeries of international student communities at work on
the problems and issues beeng considered by the university as a
whole. . -

t:
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE WORLD COMMUNITY

In practical terms it seems likely that the funds for the univer-
sity will be slow in coming, from the governments or elsewhere,
since no one at this point is quite sure what the university Pro-
gram will be and governments fictnot want to spend their money
until, they know what they will get for it. In response to the
Secretary-General's request of 1973 for some, indication by mem-
ber goyernments of willingness to contribute funds and facilities,

' the replies were fairly cautious for that reason, with only a few
offering to contribute to the endowment fund, the rest offering
land and in some cases buildings, most expressing an interest in
affiliating existing research institutes with the university. For
example, Malta proposes its International Ocean Institute, Turkey
its Middle East Technical University, Israel its Institute for Desert
Reseal- Ch, Italy its-'International Centre for Theoretical Physics.
Other offers will ,be made in the future,..oesumably in terms of
therinterests and existing resources of the i'ember countries.

This means obviously that in this beginning period most of the
initiatives for establishing branches and affiliates, will have to
come from institutions, governments, student` and citizen groups,
and others who already have financial means,,and.that the first
moves of the, rector and the council will be in the direction of
acting as coordinators for existing institutions and organizations
interested in becoming affiliated rather than in trying ,to set up
entirely new UN research centefs in the regions of the world.

This is all to the good, as tong as the council and the rector
work on the assumption that their university, is serving the people
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of the.world and not just the national gbvernments and the in-
ter,national academic community. The emphasis must be on de,
velopinOnitiatives in the communities of the world instead ,of
leaving it to the university planners to draw up their own pro-'° -
gram and then look for people and governments to support it.

In the United States, in the absence of government interest
or leadership, this kind of initiative has already begun, The
United States Committee for the United . Nations University,
founded.by, a group of concerned Americans, including Andrew
Cordier, Norman CousinsBuckminster Fuller, Margaret Mead,
Glenn Olds, Harold Taylor, and others, has 250 liaison represen-
tatives on Ameridn 'college campuses and has organized a fi-
nance committee under the chairmanship of Warren Winstead,
former president of Nova University in Florida, to raise $100
million from private sources in the United States to match the
Japanese-Contribution to the university endowment. o

A grciup of citizensin San Francisco has begun work on a plan
to develop a UN University Center in that city, to be financed
by loCal funds, in honor of the founding of the UN in San Fran-
cisco, For two years, the city of Toronto, Canada, has had an

I
àtisory group of citizens working with the mayor to organize

.N research center.on urban problems as part of the UN Uni-
versity systern,,to be financed by municipal,, provincial, and fed-
eral funds. Under the chairmanship of Glenn Olds, president of
Kent State University and former. Ambassador to the Economic
and Social Council of the UN, plans are being made for a con-
sortium of research institutes in the United States to work on the
world energy problem in proposed collaboration with the n w
university.

The UniverSity of Pittsburgh has made preliminary plans for
putting together three of its international programs in interna-
tional affairs, social development, and ,education, expanding the
number of students and scholars from other countries who would
be included, in Order to qualify as an affiliate of the UN Univer-
sity. A preliminary plan for a United Nations Institute at the
East-yest Center in Hawaii has been drawn up, with a proposal
that members of the UN secretariat, newcomers as well as regular
staff, would come to the institute for various periods of study of
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world problems in an atmosphere free from the daily opera-
tional problems of the UN itself. , .

A project for the creation- of a United Nations symphony or-
chestra has begun in New York, with plans for the inclusion,of
comiiosers, writers, musicians, dancers, and actors in a world-
Wide effort to develop new forms of musical theater which would
use the talents And resources of the world's performers and f re-

. ative artists. .
Naturally, all of these ideas and huridreds of others from else-

where will have to be considered by the committee of the Uni-
versity Council which will be dealing with the question of the
criteria of affiliation and the role bf nongovernmental groups in
the university. But this is the way the world community of con-
cerned scholars, students, and citizens can become involved i,vith
the work of the view institutionby making proposals and start-
ing programs which can, in one way or another, be related to the . 1

university. It is also the way in whiCh the University Council can
become informed and remain in touch with the thinking And edu-
cational needs of the world around them. By facing th6 question
of who should be affiliated and under what terms, in the light of
specific prop Is from around' the world, they Will be movedprop

from rely theoretical considerations into the question of
how to pro de educational services to a world that needs them.

One of the results of the founding of the university will be
that for the first time there can be a center of documentation
and inf8rmation on the existing intellectual resources of the
world available for use in world affairs. Through a computer-
based data bank, scholars and students everywhere could learn of
organizations, institutions, and persons at work in the area of
their own interest; and computer print-outs could supply the
world with information on the present state of scholarship and ,,---

research in a given field, Similarly, the distribution of research
results and new ideas in all the fields,of knowledge could become
a major component in the work of the univ rsity, through the use
of communication satellites,, electronic t 'hnology and other

....)
devices. ,,,,,,,,,s ,

West Germany has already dared an interest in organiz-
ing a communications research center to deal with some of. the,
problems of communic tion on a global scale,and other countries
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are equally interested: At present the political obstacles to free
communication of information throughout an open world society
are formidable, and in some bases prohibitive. If the new univer-
sity is to exert a worldwide-influence in carrying out the tasks to
which It is committed,' it will have to deal With methods and
policieCconoected with a worldwide communications system.

As of now, even the °lifted Nations itself with its millions of
mimeographed words each year, must on old-fashioned
means of communicating with itself and with the ,otirside world,
and has no ,access to the use of global-;41e corpmunication
systems WhOse technology is already in place. No dOlibt that
will be a major topic of research in the begirining stages of tl
university's work. The question to be examined is, How can the
citizens of the world be brought more closely in touch with the
au'theptic discoveries-Of sogemporery science and.hurniaknowl-
edge, how can the citizens come to -know the actual state of the
world, aside from wiet they are told by their own national
cdmmunications mediair*;

What is missing in the body of UN and UNESCO educational
and social research already at hand is a direct connection be-
tween the ideas and analyses provided by the research and their
use in educational and social act*. It is as If the Bolshoi
Ballet' disbanded after every performance and new performers
had to be found and financed to dance the works already in the
repertoire. The UN University, if it shows the will and the imagi-
nation, can provide the continuity and the flow of energy be-
tween research and action. That will mean a serious decision,
taken very early; to make the matter of outreach to students
and citizens, Cooperation with other edUcational institutions, 4nd
the. delivery of learning services to the world community a cen-
tral, part of the operational plan, with an importance attached
to the communication problem fully equal to that'given to plans
for the research and training components of the UN University
regional centers. .

4
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YOUTH VOLUNTEERS IN THE HUMAN SERVICES

One the most promising ways of involving young people in
United Nation's. affairs and in the new university is through the
programs of the United Nations,Volunteers, in effect for the past
thfee,years, with 170 volunteers from thirty-two different coun-
tries now at work in twenty-nine developing countries on UN de-
velopment projects, and recruitment in progress for an additional

226 posts. The 19734projects have included economists, statisti-
cians, agriculturalistst foresters, engineers, mechanics, veterin-
arians, teacher-trainers, biologists, irrigation' specialists, archi-
tects, surveyors, and sociologistsAssignments are made in the
field according to carefully worked out requests by governments'
for given kinds of manpower, and great care etaken to match
the requirements of the projects with the talents of theaandi-
dates for appointment.

.0ne of the problems faced by the administrators of the program_
lies in the scarcity of qualified candidates for the assignments
that have been requested, especially in recruitment from the de-
velqping.countries. Only 33 percent of the available posts 'could
be filled in 1973. This is partly because few universities or edu-
cational institutions of any kind have organized educational pro-
grams to prepare young people for international service in the
field of .their competence, and because information about the
availability of posts for international service has never been ef-
fectively circulated on a world scale.

Yet the one central idea which has appealed to the youth of
'the %odd as a means of involvement in the process of social

el "r
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change has been the volunteer movement in development.
Through the International Secretariat for Volunteer Service, with
member.ship, by sixty countries, and the Coordinating Committee
for International Voluntary Service associated with UNESCO and
with 110 countries, domestic and international service programs
for young people have been growing year by year and have be-
come a basic, element in development planning an,d operation.
From Indonesia to, Iran to Senegal to Ghana to Thailand, youth
leryice programs have become part Of, the educational and social
)/stem.

There.are, obviously some systematic ways in which the UN
University programs of research and training in social develop-
ment could be related to the goals and talents of the world's
youth.,The Swedish universities are at present studying ways in
which they can become more completely internationalized. Sup-
pose, as part of a new and more international Swedish curriculum,
a UN educational developlthent institute was founded with
SWedish subsidy in collaboration with several Asian or African
universities, the institute to be located both in Sweden and in ,
theThird World. One part of a research and training yrogram
could concentrate on preparing young people for service as UN
volunteers or as leaders of domestic service programs abroad.
It is likely that students with this kind, of preparation behind
them in multinational teams which had already been involved in
practical experience in the field would be first-rate candidates
for UN International service. Those who showed special talent in
action research after their tour of duty as UN volunteers could
be brought directly into the UN University as internes and young
scholars with special qualifications for further research and train-
ing. From there they could become valuable additions to the
regular,itaff of UN development projects, or in other agencies of
the UN, and at last a way would have beeh found to organize
an educational program explicitly designed to bring young people
into world service, into the UN secretariat, and into membership
in UN delegations.

''UN volunteers, who had later'attended the UN University for
further research and training would be very well equipped not
only to serve in international develoOhient projects but, for ex-

-

ample, to, help in the organization of UN University Youlth Cen-
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tres. Sctme of these centers could be formed through alliances
with regional or natidnal .youth organizations, student unions,
universities, and the student hostel. movement. Financed with
local funds, the centers could serve, as recruitment stations for
more UN volunteers, could conduct their own research parallel-
ing the, research program of the UN University, and could recruit
young . film-makers, photographers, Writers,, journalists, artists,
television producers, to prepare tapes, films, exhibits, pamphlets,
for the, use of the schools, universities, and communities in put-
ting the ideas generated in the UN University into general cir-

,
culatioh.

Once the practical arrangements were.made, students of all
,kinds ,could have a direct relation with the universitythrough
internships, fellowships, .assistantships in research, communica-
tion, and administration=the possibilities for student involve-
ment can cover a wide range. In regions where there are United
Nations University centers, research projects on the subjects and

-issues being studied by the scholars at the center could be car:
Red out by students at work with their own faculty members, or
United Nations studies could become part of a division of schools
and universities in the region. '

If, for example, a UN University project in the delivery of
medical, services and public health, or the study of social services
and, social structures were organized, students and faculty mem-
6ers in a. given region could supply the data and parallel re-
search results to the university, with links between the work of ,

teams of students in one country and,another. Worldwide studies
of environmental problems would benefit from the contributions
students could make in reporting the situations and conditions
in their own countries. Similar reports could be prepared on edu-
rational experiments, educational reform, human rights, and stu-
dent action for use by the UN University in assessing the state
of world education and world culture. A basis would be provided
in all these ways, and in many more, for directing the attention
of students and faculty members toward the study of the world
as a participant in its actions. A way would have been found for.,
developing a sense that the United Nations is not a distant
bureaucracy but a working place in the world community where t
gveryone is welcome.
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THE CREATION OF A PLANETARY ET111C

Whatiiihat is at stake in the development of the United Nations
University is nothingjess than the development of. a planetary
ethic, and a radical transformation in the way the world looks at
its own problems. The university can, if the circumstances are
right, become the world's most trusted source of information,
enlightenment, and ideas for global action.

The philosophy of the United Nations as 'expressed in its
charter proclairris the ,,unity of mankind and the necessity of
creating a new'world order in which there is peace and justice
for all. Although the UN member nations as they act collectively
or individually in the politics of the 1970s are in some ways
farther away froen that goal than they were at the time of the
founding, this does no( mean that We have,...,riached a dead end
or that we must take at face. valtle the,predtttions of inevitable
disaster read to 'us by futurists. It is certain that the crises-an-:
flounced and describedthe overwhelming increase in popula-
tion, the state of world food production, ,the threat of nuclear
war, the continuing increase in armaments, the prevalence of
military dictatorship, the use of war and military fOrce to solve
political disputes, the exhaustion of the planet rtes- -are
real and present dangers. There is a very good chance that un-
less steps are taken to overcome them, we will reach a point
_within the next century at which we will have killed, staryed,
`or maimed a large enough percentage of the world's population
to leave the rest alive in, a huge armed camp under, the control

'of those possessing the most hideous andpowerful weapons.
"
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But in the perspective of twentieth century history, it is im-
,,,,portant;to.remember that it is only since the second world war

that there has been any widespread awareness of the intercon-
nectednessof the global society, or that there has been any
global effort ,to bring about a more rational, peaceful, and just
world order than the one We inherited from the nineteenth cen-
tury. it is also important to remember that a great Many of the
Changes in the societies of the world, and in world society itself, have:come about not because of international conferences but
because theyictims of_oppression, in two-thirds of the World have,
refuseato continue.to accept the conditions imposed upon them

,

the international colonial system. This is a lesson the Poltu-
guesetooktyventy-five years longer to learn than most of the
others, There are other countries still farther behind. The op-

._pressecl have been united in a common ideal of overthrowing
their oppressors, and have appealed through action, to the uni-
,yersal principle of human liberation taught by the philosophers
.and humanists since the beginning of fheRenaissance. .

We are only now emerging into a post-colonial period i which
ihe crises',Which have always,been lurking beneath the ,surface
,pf.wOricd society are now out in the open, and the striking fact,,
is that we, now have at ,least enough intelligence to look at
them, take them seriously, and hold world conferences about
them. No matter how else it may be described, the United Na-

,tions University is an effort, to mobilize the organized intelli-,
, genre of the. human race to solve the world'i problems on a

global scale, using the powers, of imagination and intellect to in-
vent newsolutions and to teach a new philosophy.

Both the solutions and the philosophy can be based on the
, simple proposition- that all forms of life on earth are intercon-
; riected in, a miraculous and beautiful system and that it is the

.responsibility of, man to use his powers to understand, cherish,
and cooperate, with that systems it is therefoie necessary to create,
from the vast materials and techniques of contemporary knowl-,
edge a support sYstem for all living things, with special wen-

: tion to,the sector occupied by human beings. The situation de-
mands a transformation of thought and a rearrangement of
modern institutions corresponding to the transformation of the
planet into its present status as a global village.
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One of the achievementi of the United Nations has been that, .

in one way or another, it has confronted the world's power struc-,
ture with the reality of the world's needs. The idea of the neces-,.
"sity7of protecting the planetary environment from human destruc,
tfori was introduced to the world through the United Nations only
ten years ago. The world conference on that subject at Stockholm
in .1972 was followed by direct action on a worldwide scale
ihrbugh the establishment of .the Environment Agency in Nairobi.

The idea of a world university sponsored by the United Na-
. tiohs was introduced to the UN only, five years ago, and can now
,proceed to shorten'the time between the recognition of the exact
character of the world's problems and the process of collective
action to deal 'with them through the application of new forms
Of global self-consciousness and social strategy.

in a sense, this is part of the world .energy crisis, a crisis in _

the use of intellectual energy for humane purposes and not for
destruction or national aggrandizement. There are scholars, sci-
entists, creative rtists, students, and citizens everywhere in the
world who _are ageady,,part of an invisible university composed
of those who wish to use their energies and talents on behalf of
the human race. Soire of their names are alreicly known among
the famous who have alieady been honored by their fellow men:
They and the rest will now have a visible worldwide community
to join, and to help them become known to each other in the
work they do together on behalf of us all.
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